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Paul Foley

From: Julian Carter [julian.carter920@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2017 7:51 PM
To: Paul Foley; Adam Turner
Subject: In support of turf.

To the members of MV Commission, 
 
 
    My name is Julian Carter and I am a senior at MVRHS, I have played soccer for MVHRS for the 
past three years, one on junior varsity and two on varsity. I played as one of two goalkeepers for 
varsity, starting one full season and half of the next. Us as goalkeepers were fortunate to receive 
designated goalkeeper training every practice. As you can assume, our job on the field includes a 
great deal of diving and sliding on the field. Varsity would practice on the junior varsity soccer field 
where we would practice passing and shooting. My fellow goalkeeper and I would refuse to dive in 
the goal mouths because it was nothing but dirt. That whole field never got taken care of, not even 
watered. I played a whole season on that field when I played on JV and have to say, in 13 years of 
playing soccer; it has to be the worst field I have ever played on. To describe it in better words, it was 
a desert. With that being said, lets focus on the varsity game field. Yes they actually is grass on that 
field unlike to other one, but absolutely no attention was paid to the goal mouths on either side. Not to 
mention how incredibly uneven the field is. Since playing on varsity for the past two years, I have 
seen my fair share of quality turf fields and absolutely loved every minute of playing on them. During 
my time on JV I would come home with holes in my knees and all over my arms, just from a single 
day of practice. I have scars that will never go away because I would keep reopening the scabs, not 
being given enough time for them to heal. This past fall was more of the same, both of my hips were 
bruised from diving on the dirt to the point I could not endure the pain anymore. I love being a 
goalkeeper and making those diving saves, even in practice, but there were times I had to sit out in 
certain drills because it hurt too bad which made me feel like I was letting my team down and not 
showing my coaches my full ability. It shouldn't be like that at all. If I had a week of the same training 
on a turf field for a week, I can guarantee I would not nearly be has injured as I have been practicing 
on our fields. I understand that multiple sports play on the field in the fall, but I have seen turf fields 
with the same if not more activity and look almost brand new. I think it is better you listen to student 
athletes who have actually played on these fields. I know I speak for a great deal of my team, on how 
incredibly embarrassing it is, as wealthy of an island as we are, to represent the school and island 
community with those fields. I think for how successful MVRHS has been across the board in sports, 
we as a community deserve turf fields. A field where you can drive by it and say "wow, that's a nice 
field". No one has pressured me into writing this, this is my honest opinion because I am sick of 
seeing people who have to connection to the athletic program or even the school in that matter and 
have not even set foot on either field. I hope this letter really puts into perspective what it has been 
like playing on these fields compared to turf fields coming from someone who has experienced these 
fields. I would like to thank you for your time and hopefully this helps in favor of turf. 
 
Sincerely  
Julian Carter 


